Guidelines for Remote Inspection of PEM BOIs
1) OBJECTIVE:
To lay down the procedure for carrying out Remote Inspection of Bought-out Items (BOIs) for PEM suppliers
wherever applicable.
2) SCOPE:
It will cover suppliers for packages of PEM BOIs for various project requirements.
Invitation is sent to the suppliers for remote inspection on applications like MS Teams, Webex, etc. by BHEL.
3) MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS AT SUPPLIER’S WORKS:
i.

Uninterrupted internet services

ii.

Good internet bandwidth (Min 100 Mbps)

iii.

Good resolution camera (2 nos) – one preferably CCTV (static at one place) and one hand hold (moving)

iv.

Smart phone with minimum 8MPi camera front and back both with optical zoom facility suitable for using
web applications like Webex, MicroSoft (MS) Teams, etc.

v.

Computer and Scanner with good resolution

vi.

Digital signatures of supplier’s Quality Engineer

vii.

Availability of web applications like Webex, MicroSoft (MS) Teams, as required.

viii.

All Test certificates, internal test reports, calibration reports, etc. for the items offered for inspection.

ix.

Availability of the above to be submitted to BHEL two days in advance before inspection.

x.

Dedicated team from supplier side for facilitating inspection requirements.

xi.

For ensuring proper visibility, the suggested Portable lighting sources (torch/ electric LED bulb of
minimum 15 W) with no glare is to be ensured at offered job, location for remote inspection/testing. This
is to be verified before start of the inspection.

xii.

The GPS location co-ordinates or any method to locate inspection location shall be captured indicating
the location of the Vendor-Premises of remote inspection/testing.

4) MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS AT BHEL and CUSTOMER LOCATION :
i.

Uninterrupted internet services

ii.

Suitable internet bandwidth

iii.

Digital signatures wherever required.

iv.

Availability of web applications like Webex, MS Teams, etc. as required.

v.

Clearance from customer for conducting remote inspection

5) PROCEDURE:
i.

Supplier will raise the inspection call in BHEL - CQIR portal.

ii.

Supplier shall ensure availability of minimum requirements at supplier’s works as mentioned above at
point 3.
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iii.

Before starting the inspection, the supplier shall submit the documents (TCs, internal test reports and
calibration certificates as per approved QAP) two days before the date of inspection for review by BHEL
and supplier shall coordinate with BHEL and if found satisfactory, inspection shall be considered for
remote.

iv.

Prior to commencement of remote inspection a pre inspection meeting shall be organised by BHEL
inspector with supplier to ascertain the readiness for remote inspection.

6) During inspection, supplier shall share the location on Google maps for verifying the address of the manufacturer.
Location may be captured by BHEL as screenshot.
i.

Inspection shall be on the basis of approved Quality Plans and associated reference documents
mentioned.

ii.

For witnessing inspection, supplier shall bring the mobile video camera near to the surface of the
equipment or as per requirement of the inspector for clarity in viewing the test/ equipment which shall be
the responsibility of supplier. Supplier shall ensure that proper lighting in available during live video
streaming.

iii.

Before start of the inspection, inspector shall ensure that all instruments shall have valid calibration report.
Supplier shall ensure use of digital instruments preferably for inspection to the extent possible.

iv.

Details of suppliers’s dedicated team handling the remote inspection shall also be incorporated in the
CQIR.

v.

All details of inspection/ testing referred documents shall be mentioned in the CQIR. Recording of remote
inspection shall be maintained by the BHEL inspector and this recording (unedited) shall be maintained at
BHEL system for a minimum period of 3 years or till the warranty period whichever is later.

vi.

PEM (Engineering) shall accord final technical clearance, in case of any deviation in inspected item
noticed during inspection.

vii.

Inspection shall be conducted by PEM-Q&BE assigned inspector along with PEM-Engg (if required).
CQIR shall be prepared and maintained by PEM-Q&BE.

viii.

PG will issue MDCC on the basis of acceptance of inspected items along with accepted packing
photographs as per contract provisions.

7) UNDERTAKING BY VENDOR: Material inspected through remote inspections is meeting all technical
requirements of BHEL. In case of any discrepancy from the above procedure/ material inspected, if found later,
vendor will replace the materials without any cost implication to BHEL.
8)

Vendor shall provide the signed and stamped of the above guidelines to BHEL as a token of acceptance.
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